the set of all complex sequences, the set of all bounded sequences in s, the set of all convergent sequences in s, the set of all null sequences in e, and the set of all sequences in s with sequence of partial sums in c. Let A matrix A which maps each element of / into / is called an /-/matrix and may be characterized [3] and [6] by the property: {ΣP=I I a™ !}?=i e w. If, in addition, Σ?U Σ?=i GJA = ΣίU s ff , whenever x e /, then A is a sum-preserving / -/ matrix; this is characterized 
Q
In 1943, R. C. Buck [1] showed that a sequence x is convergent if some regular matrix sums every subsequence of x. J. A. Fridy [5] has obtained an analog to Buck's theorem in which "subsequence" is replaced by "rearrangement." In addition, he has characterized / by showing that x e / if there is a sum-preserving / -/ matrix that transforms every rearrangement of x into /. In §2 of the present paper, necessary conditions are obtained for a matrix to map into / the set of all subsequences of a null sequence not in /. This result yields as a corollary the affirmative answer to the following question proposed by J. A. Fridy [5] . Is a null sequence x necessarily in / if there exists a sum-preserving / -/ matrix that maps all subsequences of x into /? In § 3, necessary conditions are obtained for a matrix to map into / all rearrangements of a null sequence not in /. This yields as a corollary Fridy's characterization of / mentioned above. Finally, § 4 contains examples of matrix mappings involving both subsequences and rearrangements. This process for defining terms of y may be continued so that if T > 0, then there exist M^T and iΓ > 0 such that 3* Rearrangements* Following J. A. Fridy [5] , the sequence y is called a rearrangement of the sequence x provided that there is a 1 -1 function π from the positive integers onto themselves such that for each k, x h = y πUc) . The word "permutation" will be reserved to indicate the reordering of a finite sequence. The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete, and Corollary 2, which was first proved by J. A. Fridy [5] , follows directly. I. J. Maddox [7] showed that a matrix A is Schur if it maps all subsequences of some divergent sequence x into c. This might cause one to suspect that if A maps all subsequences (rearrangements) of a sequence x e c\/ into /, then Az e / for every z e cs. The following example shows that this is not true. (The author wishes to thank the referee for his comments which aided in the simplification of this example.) Let x n = 1/n for n = 1, 2, 3, a ιq -(-1)7? for q :> 1 and α^ = 0 otherwise. Since (α w )JU and x are both in /\ each subsequence (rearrangement) # of x is also in / 2 ; hence, Ai/€/. But if z is defined by 3* = ( -l)7(log(? + 1)) for each q, then zees and (α^JJLiίcs; thus, Azg/. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
THEOREM.

If x is a null sequence not in / and
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